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Comments on Comments by Lee--Author's Reply 
ABRAHAM KANDEL 
Electrical Engineering Department, Ben Gurion University of the Negev, 
Beer-Sheva, Israel* 
This comment points out some relevant information regarding the treatment 
and minimization of fuzzy switching functions as investigated in Kandel 
(J Cybernetics 4 (1974), 119-126) and other papers [for detailed list see KandeI 
and Davis ("The First Fuzzy Decade--Bibliography on Fuzzy Sets and Their 
Applications," CSR 140, Computer Science Department, New Mexico Institute 
of Mining and Technology, Socorro, New Mexico 8780] (1976))]. 
My sincere appreciation toE. T. Lee for his comments on my paper. However, 
what Lee points out to be incorrect is basically a fault in the "only if" part of 
the proof which leads to no significant results as far as the minimization procedure 
is concerned. Clearly, the "if" part of both Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 in 
(Kandel, 1973) is satisfied. It is true that we can haveF ~ Fa as shown by Lee. 
Since Lee, however, did not propose a corrected version of the theorems we 
would like to discuss it in what follows. 
THEOREM 1. Let P be a phrase of fuzzy literals from the set {Xi}n=l. A dis- 
junction ~ of any variable x~ and its complement 2~ , 1 ~ k ~ n, can be appended 
to P without affecting the general value of the phrase iff there exists a variable x i 
and its complement 21 in P, for some i, 1 ~ i ~ n. 
Proof. (a) Assume x i and xi in P. (P = (xT, i f i .~ i~ , where a,/3, and 7' are 
X n conjunctions of literals from the set { i}i=1-) Obviously, xfii ~ 0.5 and thus, 
P ~ 0.5. However, ~ >~ 0.5 and therefore the "if" part is proved. 
(b) Assume that xi~i for some i, 1 ~ i ~ n is not in P. Then assign 
grades of membership larger than 0.5 to all literals of P. Clearly, P /> 0.5. 
Q.E.D. 
Similarly, we can prove the dual theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Let C be a clause of fuzzy literals from the set {xi}~= 1 . A con- 
junction ~ of any variable xk and its complement xk , 1 ~ k ~ n, can be appended 
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to C without affecting the general value of the clause iff there exists a variable xi and 
its complement xi in C, for some i, 1 ~ i ~ n. 
In general i fF  is a conjunction of formulas it can take a value ~<0.5 if certain 
conditions are satisfied. Clearly, i fF  is of the formF = [~. xj£~y~]]~, 1 <~j ~ n 
when/3 and {~5"}~ are formulas in {x~}n=~, then F ~ 0.5. This is a trivial case 
where one formula in the conjunction is ~<0.5 and thus F is <~0.5. A more 
general case can be proven as follows. 
THEOREM 3. Let the set {F/}~°=a be a set of fuzzy formulas over xl , xg. ,..., x~ , 
and let F be a conjunction of formulas from this set. A disjunction Fa , of any formula 
Fe and its complement Fe, can be appended to or deleted from the conjunction 
representing F, without affecting the value of F, if there exist functions F, and £'t 
in the conjunction representing Y such that ff ~ is subsumed by Ft.  
Proof. Let Fs and F~ be in the conjunction representing F such that Fs is 
subsumed by F~. Then FsF ~ ~ 0.5 since 
FsF, =Fs +F, =F~ +F, +~V, ~> 0.5. Q.E.D. 
THEO~M 4. Let the set {Fj}~= 1 be a set of fuzzy formulas over xl , x 2 ,..., x~ , 
and let F be a disjunction of formulas from this set. 
A conjunction Fc of any formula Y~ and its complement fin, can be appended to 
or deleted from the disjunction representing F, without affecting the value of F, if 
there exist functions Fi and F~ in the disjunction representing F such that Fi is 
subsumed by F~. 
Pro@ Fi +Fz >/0.5 since F i +F~ =F~ +F~ +F~.  Q.E.D. 
It should be noted that these formulas can be generated by combining several 
subformulas under the rules of fuzzy algebra. Thus the sets {Fj}}°='~ are com- 
positions or decompositions of a variety of fuzzy forms. Lee's examples fall into 
the above categories. It is easy to verify that in the first example of his note, 
i~ is subsumed by F 1 whereas in Example 3, F~' is subsumed by/Vl'. These are 
generalizations of the case where ffs =- F~ or _P~ = F~. 
It should be noted that Lee's comments affect only the "only if" part of the 
theorems and thus the minimization procedure is not affected as far as fuzzy 
consensus i concerned. However, it has been claimed that the fuzzy consensus 
as defined in (Kandel, 1973) can be used to produce the sum of all fuzzy prime 
implicants of a fuzzy switching function via Theorem 4 in (Kandel, 1973). 
Unfortunately the original definition of fuzzy consensus, when applied in the 
above theorem, will not yield the entire set of fuzzy prime implicants of 
f (x l ,  x 2 ,..., x,~), but a set consisting of all essential fuzzy prime implicants plus 
some fuzzy prime implicants which are not essential. 
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EXAMPLE 1. f (x l ,  X2) = XlX2 -~ $1X2. The terms xlx 2 and Xl~" 2 are  obviously 
fuzzy prime implicants of f (x l ,  x2). The consensus as originally defined will 
produce xlx~bx12~ = 0. However, the term x~2~ can be added to f (x~,  x~) 
without changing the function and it subsumes no other fuzzy implieant of 
f(x~ , x~). Hence 
f (x l  , x~) = xlx~ + x~;:2 + x~gl 
where this is the fuzzy prime implicant representation f the function. Clearly, 
Xl~" 1 ~ Xl/~lX 2 "-~ XjXlX 2 
and thus 
f (x l ,  x2) = xlx2 + XlX2 @ XlXlX~ @ XlXlX2 
and fmin(xl, x2) = xlx2 + x12~. Namely, x,X~ is not an essential fuzzy prime 
implicant. 
It is obvious that in order to achieve the minimized form of a fuzzy switching 
function no modifications in the definition of fuzzy consensus are needed since 
the missing fuzzy prime implicants are not essential. However, in order to 
obtain the sum of all fuzzy prime implieants of a fuzzy switching function, the 
following definition of fuzzy consensus should be used. 
DEFINITION 1. Let R and Q be two phrases over the set of fuzzy variables 
x, , x~ ,..., x~ . The fuzzy  consensus of R and Q, written R~bQ, is defined to be the 
set of phrases {RiQi}, where R = xiRi and Q = 2iQi (or R -~ ~iRi and Q = 
x~Qi) and xi ~ {xl, x2 ,..., x,~}, if the phrase RiQ i includes the conjunction xj~j 
for at least one j, j e {1, 2,..., n}. If the phrase RiQi does not include x~-~j for any 
j ,  j ~ {1, 2,..., n}, then 
R~bQ = {RiQix~Y~j l j = 1, 2 ..... n}, xi ~ {xl , x2 ,..., x,~}. 
If none of the above occurs then we say that 
R(,Q = O. 
Theorem 4 in (Kandel, 1973) is valid with the proof as given, utilizing the 
above definition of fuzzy consensus. 
The phrases added whenever x~2~ (sRiQi arc not needed fuzzy prime im- 
plicants. This can be seen from the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let R -~ xiR i and Q = xiQi (or R = 2iR i and Q = xiQi) 
and RiQ, does not include xj~g~ for any j, j ~ {1, 2,..., n}. Then 
R + Q + (RCQ) = R ÷ Q. 
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Proof. 
R + Q + (RCQ) = x~Ri + ~,Q, + {R~Q,xj~j I J = ], 2,..., n} 
= xiRi + ~+Q, + {R+Q+xjg~(x+ + ~)  [j = 1, 2,..., n} 
= x,R~ + 2iQ, + {xiR~Qix~¢ + ~,Q~Rix~ [j = 1, 2,..., n} 
= x~R~ + ~Q~ = R + Q. Q.E.D. 
We shall define two kinds of fuzzy phrases. The first kind, to which we shall 
refer as type-1 phrase, are phrases which contain a conjunction of the form x¢~. 
for at least one j, j e {1, 2,..., n}. Otherwise we refer to the phrase as a type-2 
phrase. Clearly a type-1 phrase can not be subsumed by type-2 phrases. How- 
ever, they can subsume some of them. For the case where members of the set 
{R~Q,} do not include a conjunction of the form xj~a for at least one 
j, j e {1, 2,..., n}, two situations must be checked: 
(a) R and Q are both type-2 phrases. Since (R~Q~x~ [j = 1, 2,..., n) is a 
set of type-1 phrases covered by R - /Q,  this set is not needed. 
(b) R is a type-1 phrase and Q is a type-2 phrase. In order for members of 
{RiQi} not to include a conjunction x~ for any j, j e {1, 2,..., n), R must be of 
the form ax~2~fi and Q must be of the form Vxi3 (or),'~3') where the phrase 
axi/3V3 (or ~c2~y'~') is a type-2 phrase. Thus 
~ = ~/~ (or ~/~), 
Q~ = ~ (or z/~'), 
and obviously the set {R~Q,x~ [j ---- 1, 2,..., n) is covered by Q and is not 
needed. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let f (x l ,  xg,, x3) = xlx ~ + ~2x3. If the variables are Boolean 
then the Boolean consensus will add the phrase xlx a . However in the fuzzy ease 
and thus 
x~gj ¢ xlxa, j ~ {1, 2, 3} 
xlx2¢X2x~ = xlx3(xl~l + x~ + x3~) 
= xl~lx3 + xlx~2x3 + x lx~3.  
The phrase xlx2~2x~ is not a fuzzy prime implicant since it subsumes both xlx ~ 
and ~zxn. The phrases xl~lx 3 and xlx~n are, however, fuzzy prime implicants, 
even though not essentials. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let f (x l ,  x2 .... , x~) = 1-L (x~ + xk + ~)  where c~ is an 
arbitrary function in xl , x~ ,..., x~ and h ~ {1, 2,..., n}. Then f (x l  , x~ ,..., x~) = 
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]-[k (x1~ - 2k -~ a~) + ~j  xffjTj where 7J is also some arbitrary function in x1~ 
x~ ,..., x~ and j ~ {1, 2,.., n}. 
/'roof. 
1-[ (x~ + x~ + ~) = n~n[Max(x~, 2~, ~)] >~ 0.5. 
xj~w~. ~- Max[rain(x5,25,7s)] ~ 0.5. 
j 3 
Q.E.D. 
It is interesting to note that the modified definition of fuzzy consensus might 
add fuzzy prime implicants which include variables not even presented in the 
original fuzzy switching function. For example, let 
f (x l  , xz) = x 1 --k Y~I . 
Then 
f (x l ,  x~) -- x~ + 21 + x~X~ 
where all three phrases are fuzzy prime implicants. However, 
x2~2 = x2~2(Xl + 21) = 22~xl + x~x~xl 
and these two phrases are included in x 1 and 21 ,(respectively. Hence 
fmin(Xl , x2) = 21 + 21 
and x~2~ is not an essential fuzzy prime implicant of the function. 
RECEWED: March 26, 1976 
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